NEC is conveniently located in the heart of Boston. An easy address to use when setting directions to NEC is 241 St. Botolph Street, Boston, MA 02115 (our main classroom and administrative building). NEC is most conveniently located between the Orange Line and the Green E line. Here are the easiest options for transit:

- **Orange Line - Mass Ave stop**
  2 minute walk from train station to NEC. The orange line generally runs more regularly and efficiently than the Green Line.

- **Green E Line - Symphony Stop**
  2 minute walk from train station to NEC. Be sure to get on the E line as there are 4 Green line branches! In the event that you hop on the wrong Green line, the Hynes Convention Center Stop is a central stop on all of the other lines and about a 10 minute walk from NEC.

- **39 Bus** runs from Forest Hills station in Jamaica Plain up through Copley Square in central Boston

- **1 Bus** runs from Harvard Square in Cambridge through Dudley Square in Roxbury